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Abstract
A fundamental challenge for big-data analytics is how
to efficiently tune and debug multi-step dataflows. This
paper presents Newt, a scalable architecture for capturing and using record-level data lineage to discover and
resolve errors in analytics. Newt’s flexible instrumentation allows system developers to collect this fine-grain
lineage from a range of data intensive scalable computing (DISC) architectures, actively recording the flow
of data through multi-step, user-defined transformations.
Newt pairs this API with a scale-out, fault-tolerant lineage store and query engine.
We find that while active collection can be expensive,
it incurs modest runtime overheads for real-world analytics (<36%) and enables novel lineage-based debugging techniques. For instance, Newt can efficiently recreate errors (crashes or bad outputs) or remove input data
from the dataflow to enable data cleaning strategies. Additionally, Newt’s active lineage collection allows retrospective analyses of a dataflow’s behavior, such as identifying anomalous processing steps. As case studies, we
instrument two DISC systems, Hadoop and Hyracks,
with less than 105 lines of additional code for each. Finally, we use Newt to systematically clean input data to
a Hadoop-based de novo genome assembler, improving
the quality of the output assembly.

1 Introduction
Modern data-intensive scalable computing (DISC) systems support analytics that use many non-relational
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transformations. We believe the next bottleneck to largescale data analysis will be debugging and tuning these
analytics. Errors arise at many levels—from semantic
bugs, bad data, or hardware errors. With large input data
sets, traditional debugging techniques are at best cumbersome, if not intractable. For example, MapReduce
users run individual map or reduce tasks in isolation on
small inputs to debug their code. However many pathological cases arise when running at scale on large input
data sets. While it may be possible to manually prune
the inputs to reproduce the bug, considerable programmer effort and additional machine time is required.
This paper explores how to capture and use fine-grain
lineage, a record of how input records affect outputs,
during the tuning and debugging of big-data analytics.
Though recent projects explore lineage in this very context, they focus on drill-down queries (tracing backward
from outputs) [2, 22, 12], limit capture to one system
(e.g., Pig/Hadoop) [12, 22, 2], or support coarse-grain
or low data-rate collection [16, 22]. On the other hand,
novel lineage models [18] and use cases, such as output
refresh [13], offer sound theoretical underpinnings but
lack scalable realizations.
This work presents Newt, an instrumentation-based
approach for capturing lineage from DISC systems at
runtime. A key contribution of this work is the introduction of novel debugging methodologies. For instance,
Newt enables lineage data mining strategies, such as
identifying changes in lineage to pinpoint suspect transformations that suddenly produce an anomalous amount
of data. We also use Newt’s ability to remove data from a
pipeline to develop a general methodology for cleaning
analytic pipelines of bad data. We employ this technique
on non-trivial analytics, in particular to improve de novo
genetic assembly when input data sets are polluted with
DNA from multiple organisms [8, 21].
On the face of it, active capture of fine-grain dataflow
may appear expensive and impractical, even for use during debugging and tuning. Such objections have driven
the development of lazy[7] or forensic [22] capture systems that must re-execute analytics to produce fine-grain
lineage. This work questions that premise by studying
the real-world costs of such an approach and weighing
those penalties against the benefits of having the entire

record-by-record dataflow immediately available to the
user or data scientist. We believe that doing so provides
both new abilities (mentioned above) and fast, arbitrary
tracing queries and debugging replays.
This work makes the following contributions:
• Generic lineage instrumentation: We designed
Newt instrumentation to accommodate a range of DISC
systems. Newt offers paired lineage capture (Section 3.2), which independently records the arrival of inputs and departure of outputs from the operator. Post
capture, Newt reconstructs the lineage using the timing of data arrivals and departures. This approach can
simplify instrumentation, reduce capture overheads, and
improve lineage accuracy (specifically for pipelined operators that produce outputs while reading inputs, e.g.,
MapReduce’s reduce function.). As case studies, we instrument both Hadoop and Hyracks [5] DISC frameworks.
• Lineage-based data mining and data cleaning:
Newt uses a simple lineage representation that supports
traditional forward and backward tracing queries. However, we also introduce a data mining interface that selects a subset of lineage over which users may run additional analytics. For instance, using this interface cut the
runtime of our Hadoop task anomaly detector by 85% by
reducing the amount of data it analyzed. In addition, we
illustrate ex-replay, which uses lineage to identify bad
data and replays the analytic to improve results.
• Scalable capture and replay architecture: Newt employs a scale-out, fault-tolerant architecture to store,
query, and replay captured lineage. Newt can actively
track fine-grain, record-level provenance with a run-time
penalty of 12-49% and a 34-69% output storage penalty
for the PigMix benchmark (a set of Pig scripts that compile to Hadoop jobs). For more complex, non-relational
dataflows, such as Contrail [20], a Hadoop-based de
novo genome assembler, and Mahout [1], Hadoop-based
machine learning, we observed run time slowdowns of
20-36%. Finally, Newt’s efficient replay recreates individual outputs with a subset of input data, enabling stepwise debugging at a fraction of the cost of the original
execution (Section 7.2).

2 Overview
This section introduces a simple scenario to illustrate
how lineage helps tune and debug DISC analytics. Here
the lineage of an output item is the set of input items that
contributed to its derivation; this definition is due to Cui
et al. [7] and is a specific form of why provenance [6].
Our goal is to enable system developers (or simply “developers”) to instrument the underlying DISC system or
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Figure 1: This example dataflow first filters network traffic
logs looking for non-tethering user agents. The intermediate
output is joined repeatedly with the original input to produce
aggregate statistics, e.g., total traffic and downloads per user
agent. Dotted arrows indicate the lineage of suspect user with
a tethering agent.

analytic library once, and then extract lineage from userdefined analytics that run on top. Thus we distinguish
between these system developers and the data scientists
or users that write programs, scripts, or dataflows that
execute on those DISC systems or leverage analytic libraries (e.g., such as Mahout [1]).
Note that in some use cases, Newt’s contribution is
not the lineage facility itself, such as tracing or replay,
but a general, efficient, and scalable realization of it. For
instance, a data scientist may run a new ad-hoc analysis that re-interprets a prior job’s outputs, and Newt
should be able to trace lineage across both jobs (Section 3.3). The following scenario describes how lineage
(and Newt) may be used to debug dataflow pipelines that
contain multiple processing steps or jobs; it is inspired
by actual analytics at a large mobile telecom.

2.1 The case for lineage
The telecom data scientist writes a Pig script [17] to produce aggregate statistics from daily mobile network traffic logs with tuples containing a uid, agent, and bytes
transferred. The scientist wishes to consider only cellular network users (no tethering), so they remove log entries that contain agents suspected of tethering using a
filter containing a regular expression. Downstream analytics join this intermediate output of (uid, agent) pairs
with the original input to produce aggregate statistics
for non-tethering users. Figure 1 shows the resulting sequence of MapReduce jobs.
Unfortunately, our scientist often encounters errors
when new agents or agent spellings pass the initial filter. In Figure 1 “badAgent” ultimately pollutes the intermediate and final aggregate results. Without lineage
the scientist must debug the analytic by writing additional Pig scripts. The first finds uid’s with abnormally
high download volumes, indicating tethering, and the
second script scans the input records for those uid’s,

recording their agent fields. The scientist then updates
the regular expression and re-runs the entire job. While
time-consuming and fragile, this general process is common to many analytics. As we explain later, genome researchers attempt the same process to clean their input
data sets.
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Existing lineage-based facilities. Fine-grain lineage
simplifies this process. First, backward tracing, often
called drill-down, allows a user to work backward from
outputs to the inputs (and preceding transforms). A simple backward trace from the (5, 9000) tuple gives the
scientist all bad inputs (and the offending agent) without
running the second Pig script. In the opposite direction,
forward tracing determines the outputs derived from the
bad input records, alerting the scientist to any intermediate results that may be invalid.
A more challenging scenario occurs when the original
Pig script silently fails due to malformed inputs. Now the
data scientist must modify the MapReduce code to catch
the offending record or manually scan for erroneous input records. Instead, with lineage-based crash-culprit determination [16] the scientist could record the offending inputs and issue a backwards trace to find the input
records that caused the crash. Finally, replaying [12] that
backwards trace would re-run the dataflow only on the
affected subset of input data, reducing debugging time
and effort. Newt provides a practical implementation of
these existing techniques.
Facilities unique to Newt. This work explores two
new facilities that address other potential problems for
our data scientist. First, after identifying the “badAgent”
records with a trace, typically the scientist wishes to rerun the script with clean inputs. To do so, Newt provides
exclusive replay (ex-replay). While ordinary replay runs
the analytic on the subset of inputs indicated by a tracing
query, ex-replay excludes those inputs. In particular, exreplay can exclude or squash data from particular steps
in a dataflow, not just the beginning.
Our example assumed the scientist could find bad
outputs or experienced a crash. This, though, is not always the case. Without known bad outputs, users need
to analyze the dataflow for suspicious behavior in general. To that end, Newt provides a data mining interface
(Section 4.1) that assist a user in inspecting lineage for
dataflow anomalies, as well as identifying faulty actors
given a bad output.

2.2 Design
Newt employs a scale-out architecture of Newt peers colocated with each node in the DISC cluster (Figure 2).
System developers instrument logical actors in the DISC
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Figure 2: Newt clients write an actor’s timestamped inputs and
outputs to a local lineage log (Newt peers and clients are colocated). When the analytic finishes, Newt builds indexed SQL
tables across the cluster.

environment to capture lineage associations, the relationship between data inputs and outputs. An actor is an
entity that transforms data; it may be a Dryad vertex, individual map and reduce operators, a MapReduce job, or
an entire dataflow pipeline. The system developer uses
Newt instrumentation to capture the data an actor reads
(from other actors) and the data an actor writes (to other
actors). For example, a developer can treat the Hadoop
Job Tracker as an actor by recording the set of files read
and written by each job (more details in Section 6).
The lifecycle of a single instrumented dataflow consists of three primary phases: capture, tracing, and replay. In the capture phase, Newt acts as a scalable, parallel sink for lineage associations, delivering them directly to local disk (possibly replicating the log file on a
different peer). Figure 2 shows two actors, PA and PB ,
capturing their timestamped data inputs and outputs into
a lineage log. Once the capture phase has ended and the
analytic is finished, the system imports each actor’s lineage into an indexed SQL association table. At this point
Newt can perform tracing queries by issuing a sequence
of joins across the association tables, matching the outputs of one actor with the inputs of another (Section 3.3).
A centralized Newt controller (not shown) distributes
the load of ingesting associations, maintains a directory
of association tables stored in the cluster, and manages
failures by rebuilding tables as needed (Section 5.3 discusses fault tolerance in more detail). For instance, the
controller decides the peer that will store the SQL association table (chosen to optimize tracing queries). The
controller also performs the tracing queries and orchestrates replay by restarting the necessary actors.
Beyond scalability, Newt must address two other key
challenges. First, a key feature of many DISC systems is
the ability for users to incorporate non-relational or userdefined functions (UDFs). This makes tracking finegrain lineage in a transparent fashion difficult. Second,
the definition of lineage is a set of inputs sufficient to
recreate an output. However, lineage is not guaranteed

to be minimal; there may be unnecessary input items
associated with the output. Improving lineage accuracy
can minimize storage overheads, narrow the scope of
input data considered when debugging, and minimize
dataflow replay processing. In general, we recognize that
recording record-level lineage is space intensive. However, storage is relatively inexpensive versus compute,
and we leave minimizing storage overheads as future
work.
Newt’s design makes some important assumptions
about the DISC frameworks being instrumented. For
instance, while Newt can capture lineage from a nondeterministic operator, it can only accurately replay deterministic transforms. In addition, Newt only records
the identity of data records, but it assumes that an actor’s
input data is persisted for replay and ex-replay to work.
Finally, the choice of actors directly impacts Newt’s accuracy and overheads. In particular, we designed Newt’s
collection architecture to accommodate actors that process data in bulk, e.g., a Hadoop Map task that processes
data in 64MB blocks. Section 6 discusses these issues in
more detail.

3 Lineage capture and replay
This section discusses how Newt captures, queries, and
replays lineage. We first describe Newt’s notion and representation of lineage. Next, we present the capture API
and how it accommodates common operators found in
DISC environments. The remainder of this section describes Newt’s Tracing function, as well as the semantics, operation, and limitations of dataflow replay and
ex-replay.

3.1 Data lineage in Newt
Each actor in the DISC environment reads data items
from an input I and creates a set of output items O. Given
O = P(I), where P is an actor transform, provenance associates input records i ∈ I with output records o ∈ O.
Newt allows the developer to associate a subset of input records I ′ ⊆ I with each o. An association takes the
form of (I ′ , P, o). To Newt, these associations represent
data lineage, a specific form of provenance developed to
perform tracing queries for arbitrary data warehousing
transforms [7].
Newt collects data lineage for each unique actor instance p by creating association pairs, (din , dout ), that relate input data din to output data dout . Newt stores lineage
as a collection of relational tables, one for each actor instance. When the dataflow completes, Newt creates an
association table A p for each actor with a row per association and columns for inputs and outputs. In practice
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Figure 3: Newt records a MapReduce job and task level
dataflow, containment relationships that unify them, and the
flow of data between actors.

din and dout are typically cryptographic hashes on byte
ranges or short, specific data fields that the system developer knows the system will preserve (e.g., grouping
keys or file-offset-length triples).
To enable replay, Newt requires the instrumented actor to report complete data lineage. In this case, I ′ contains all inputs considered by actor P when it created
o during P’s execution, and this ensures o ∈ O′ when
O′ = P(I ′ ). Note that this I ′ may not be unique; there
may be many other possible witness sets from which o
can be generated using P. While prior work tried to discover all such witness sets [19], here we are interested in
the one that occurred during a dataflow’s execution.
Newt depends on the system developer to indicate
a connected set of actors (i.e., the dataflow) to correctly perform tracing and replay. However, recording
the dataflow is often straightforward: DISC job controllers know the explicit dataflow and actor identifiers.
Figure 3 illustrates a single Hadoop job that invokes
instrumentation for record readers, record writers, and
map and reduce tasks. Note the data types of the input
and output records stored in each actor’s association table. System developers use the flow link API call (Table 1) to tell Newt the capture dataflow, a DAG of actor
instances.
Figure 3 shows the job and task-level captured
dataflows. However, to answer queries that span levels, such as “which input records did a MapReduce job
read?”, Newt captures containment relationships. To do
so, an instrumented DISC system declares a set of actor and data types and arranges each into a logical containment hierarchy. For example, MapReduce jobs contain maps and reducers, and files contain records. In addition, Newt records instance containment relationships
(e.g, record y is contained in file x) at run time.
Here Newt extends the concept of containment,
introduced by the Ibis multi-granularity provenance
model [18], to support replay. In this case one actor type
contains another if it initiates that actor (directly or transitively) and does not complete until the contained actor
completes. For instance, each MapReduce job spawns
record readers, maps, reduces, and record writers that

Function

Description

capture(id,Hin ,Hout ) → filter
addInput(id,Hin,T ) → filter
addOutput(id,Hout ,T )
reset(T )
register(name,g,α) → id
commit(id)
flow link(idsrc,iddst )
trace(r[],dir,proot ) → F
mine(proot ,obad ,Ogood []) → R
fail(id,Hin ,Hout )

Standard Capture API
Create provenance association (Hin , pid , Hout ). If supporting replay, if filter is true, drop output.
Paired Capture API
Add Hin to current association set DT , where T is an optional tag. If supporting replay, if filter
is true, drop input.
Add provenance association (DT , pid , Hout ).
Reset association set DT to ∅.
Management
Register actor of type g with Newt before processing. Returns unique identifier, id.
Inform Newt that this actor has completed processing.
Inform Newt that actor iddst receives data from actor idsrc .
Debugging Interface
Trace elements in r[] produced by actor proot in dir direction. Returns a set of tracing dataflows, F.
Mine the dataflow contained by actor proot to identify anomalies. See Section 4.1
Records culprit input when actor encounters exception—Hout is optional.

Table 1: Newt API. Note that if tags (T ) are not supplied in the paired API, sys will use a default tag ∗.

must finish for the job to complete. Newt depends on
this semantic to garbage collect lineage from speculative
tasks (Section 5.3).

3.2 Capture API
Developers use the capture APIs in Table 1 to instrument
actors. At a high-level, this API must provide the ability
to record the dependence between an input and an output
record. The obvious choice is a simple capture() call, an
approach also used in [22]. Specifically, a Newt capture
call associates an input element hash Hin with an output element hash Hout 1 . Such an API makes it easy to
instrument simple operations, like a Hadoop map function, where each output associates to only one input.
However, this straightforward approach limits the lineage capture scenarios that Newt can support. For instance, we noticed that a single capture() call forces
the developer to make associations only after the actor creates an output. This either forces the developer
to manually track inputs so that he/she can accurately
report them to capture or, more often the case, the developer simply associate all inputs with each output. An
unintended consequence is that lineage accuracy suffers
when operators are pipelined.
For instance, Hadoop’s reduce task calls the user’s
reduce function with an iterator containing all values
for a reduce key k. Note that the reduce function is
pipelined and free to emit output values during iteration. In this case we would like to associate only a subset of input values with an output. Instead, even prior
approaches that create custom wrapper functions for
1 Developers define a set of data types (Section 3.1) for input and
output elements and these types determine how to compute H, the hash
of the data element.

MapReduce functions associate all values with each reduce output [12]. The left side of Figure 4 shows the
(N ∗ M) associations (arrows) that the standard capture
API produces—each output associates with each input
value.
A single API call also assumes that the developer can
determine the input-output dependence at a single point
in the instrumented code, but this presupposes that data
processing occurs within a single process. Often, a logical operation that a developer wishes to instrument may
actually be implemented in a distributed fashion. For instance, a GraphLab [10] vertex-program consists of multiple distributed processes that each receive some input
and coordinate with each other to produce the result. In
this case, there is no single point in the code with access
to the input and output at the same time.
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Figure 4: Paired capture creates fewer associations (edges)
when used with pipelined functions such as Hadoop’s reduce.
An output only associates with inputs that occur earlier in time
(e.g, happened-before).

These observations lead to a second API we call
paired capture (Table 1). Here a developer can independently instrument the input and output sides of an actor
using addInput and addOutput respectively. By observing the temporal order of outputs relative to inputs, Newt
can still reconstruct meaningful lineage. For instance, in
the case of a pipelined operator, such as a Hadoop re-

duce, Newt infers that an output can only appear if its
inputs have been read, improving lineage accuracy. Newt
uses the same principle to independently instrument distributed operators.
Internally, Newt timestamps these observations during capture and issues them to the lineage log without
further processing. Thus, an input is only sent once to
Newt, not once for each associated output as in capture.
This reduces network traffic and storage overheads.
Only after capture does Newt reconstruct the associations. For each actor in the trace, Newt simply associates an output item with any input with a lesser timestamp (i.e., it happened-before). Intuitively, each call to
addInput adds an input element to an association set D∗ .
When the programmer invokes addOutput, Newt associates all elements in D∗ with the output. However actors
should flush D∗ (by calling reset) when the next output
does not depend on any prior inputs in D∗ . For instance,
our reduce task instrumentation calls reset when processing the next key k. The right side of Figure 4 shows
how this paired API reduces the number of associations.
However, paired capture remains problematic for operators that buffer all inputs before releasing outputs. For
instance, the Hyracks HashGroup operator groups all input into a hash table before processing the found keys.
To assist in these cases, Newt provides tags. Developers
add a tag T to input items in addInput, and Newt associates an output item with T with all inputs in DT .2 Note
that Newt does not propagate T ; it must either be an operator artifact or communicated by other means (e.g., Inspector Gadget agents [16]). We use tags in our Hyracks
instrumentation (Section 6.2) to provide fine-grain lineage. Figure 5 illustrates tag-based associations.
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Figure 5: Developers can tag outputs with specific keys, ensuring that outputs only associate with inputs that happenedbefore with the same key. This improves lineage accuracy
when actors buffer all inputs before creating outputs.

3.3 Tracing and anonymous transforms
To express tracing queries, Newt provides an imperative function F =Trace(r[], dir, proot ) that takes as input
a set of target data elements r[], a direction, and an actor instance proot that produced r[]. Trace returns F, a
set of discovered tracing dataflows whose granularity is
2 While

not shown, addInput and addOutput can take sets of tags.

equal to or contained by proot . Each tracing dataflow is
a topologically sorted set of actors that processed the
traced data, its precursors, or its derivations. The tracing dataflow contains per-actor tracing tables T p with
the data inputs (a backward trace) or outputs (a forward
trace) found during the trace. Tracing dataflows and tables are sub-graphs and sub-sets of the original dataflow
and association tables, respectively.
Tracing uses the original dataflow for actor p as
a scaffold on which to perform the tracing query. In
most cases, tracing is simply a recursive sequence of
equality joins between the association tables of directly
connected actors in the dataflow graph. However, because DISC systems often lack formal schemas; downstream transforms often re-interpret input data in a different way than it was written. For instance, an upstream
MapReduce job may produce a web page for each output record, while a downstream job may interpret each
page as a sequence of input strings. Such anonymous
transforms confound tracing—the instrumentation will
not hash identical bytes or fields.
Here we observe that many transforms in DISC
dataflows read and write to data types that are locatable.
A locatable data type, such as a file, allows actors to reference sub-parts of records. For example, Hadoop record
writers can identify their outputs with both a hash of the
record and a location specifier L consisting of a (file, offset, length) triple. Newt can then perform tracing queries
by comparing overlaps in location specifiers. Other locatable data types include network (TCP) streams and
table-based stores. We discuss efficient ways to perform
this tracing procedure in Section 5.1.

3.4 Replay, ex-replay
Newt allows users to replay backward tracing queries to
recreate specific outputs or ex-replay a backward trace
to avoid errors by removing data. In both cases, Newt
improves performance by turning off lineage capture. In
Newt, replay is guaranteed to produce the target output
elements of a backwards trace.3 However, there may in
fact be additional records in the output. In fact, if all
transforms are monotonic, i.e., if for any two inputs sets
I ′ ⊆ I then P(I ′ ) ⊆ P(I), then these additional records will
be members of the original output.
However, replaying a dataflow with non-monotonic
transforms must be done with care. In this case, a replay of a dataflow with one non-monotonic function will
produce the traced outputs o, but potentially create additional, unseen outputs. A replay with two or more
non-monotonic functions may not produce the original output altogether. In order to correctly replay these
3 This is not true for forward-trace replays; such traces do not contain the complete set of inputs required for a downstream record.

dataflows, Newt must filter any previously un-captured,
emergent outputs at each transform during replay [12].
In Section 5, we describe how Newt instrumentation automatically provides input filtering for each actor, ensuring that an actor only processes the lineage of the data to
be replayed.
Note that in the case of ex-replay, these filters ensure
that actors exclude data found in the tracing dataflow.
Currently an ex-replay only excludes data at one logical
step in the dataflow. Unlike regular replay, we want to
incorporate changes to outputs, even in the presence of
non-monotonic operators. Thus, the dataflow will execute with the original universe minus the lineage at actor
S
instance p: p −T p . We use such replays as the basis for
data cleaning in Section 7.3.2.

contain all of the original associations. Note that association, trace, and mine tables all use the same simple
schema.
To reduce the number of suspect actors, the user can
provide a known bad output, obad . In this case, Newt performs a backward trace on obad and only returns the
actors found in the resulting tracing dataflows. These
are the actors that processed at least one data element
that affected the bad output. Note that the mine tables
still contain all the original associations. Finally, the user
can supply a set of known good outputs, Ogood [], to find
baseline behavior. This version refines the mine table associations in the bad output trace to those found in the
union of lineage of obad and Ogood []. Figure 6 illustrates
this winnowing process.

4 Analytic debugging with Newt
Beyond tracing and replay, Newt provides additional
APIs for debugging. First, Newt supports a fail API
call for error or crash culprit determination. Developers may insert this call into exception handlers, allowing Newt to record fault-causing inputs (stored as a separate table within Newt). We use this, for example, in
the Hadoop map exception handler that runs when inputs cause faults. Users may specifically query for failed
actors and identify error-inducing inputs.

Figure 6: Users use mine to find a relevant subset of lineage
to study. The inclusion of bad and known good outputs further
winnows the lineage returned.

4.1 Mining lineage for anomalies
In complex analytics, a user may be suspicious of the
dataflow whether or not they have a known bad output.
To address these cases, Newt provides mine interface to
collect a set of lineage associations for data mining. In
particular, our hypothesis is that changes in output multiplicity (the number of outputs associated to each input)
can identify anomalous actors. For instance, a map task
may incorrectly parse an input record (producing zero
outputs) or correctly parse a bogus input record (producing many more outputs) [22]. Thus our anomaly detection algorithm (Section 7.3.1) calculates output multiplicity for actors in a dataflow, runs an outlier detection
algorithm, and returns a ranked list of suspect actors.
However, this anomaly detection process is sensitive
(both in accuracy and computation cost) to the set of
lineage associations considered. The purpose of mine is
to create a smaller, informed subset of lineage for data
mining. Users call mine(proot , obad , Ogood []) with a root
actor instance and two optional parameters. Like trace,
mine identifies one or more mine dataflows rooted or
contained by proot and produces per-actor mine tables
that contain a subset of the original associations. If the
user only specifies proot , mine returns mine tables that

4.2 Data cleaning with ex-replay
In our original telecom analytic (Figure 1), the presence of malformed or unexpected inputs led to erroneous results and dataflow crashes. Combining the backward trace of a bad output with ex-replay, Newt makes
it trivial to re-run an analytic without faulty inputs.
For instance, consider iterative machine learning algorithms, which may execute tens or hundreds of processing steps [1]. Many such analytics produce a set of outputs that can be ranked by quality, including clustering
algorithms, collaborative filtering, and item recommendation. Input data may be polluted by data with corrupt measurements, that came from untrusted sources,
or simply contained unwanted outliers.
This indicates a general approach that ranks outputs
by quality, finds the input data that created the lowest
quality outputs, and ex-replays the analytic to improve
the results. Note that during ex-replay one can avoid
the majority of Newt overheads because lineage capture
may not be needed. We build a proof-of-concept of this
idea by applying it to the area of de novo genome assembly, which we describe in Section 7.3.2.

5 System details
Before Newt can be used, the system developer must
first declare a set of actor and data types and arrange
each into logical containment hierarchies (Section 3.1).
When an actor starts, it registers with the Newt controller by providing an actor type g and a set α of unique
instance identifiers or id’s of parent actors. The controller inserts this information into the actor instance table AInstance, returns a unique id, and chooses a peer
on which to replicate the association logs (if desired).
When the actor finishes processing it calls commit,
which tells Newt that this actor’s log is complete, and the
controller may begin to import the log as a SQL A table.
Note that Newt can only answer tracing queries after all
actors commit. To do so, Newt periodically sweeps the
actor instance table for actor commits, indicating that the
contained actors have finished and that they may be arranged into a dataflow. Note that Newt uses exponential
weighted moving averages of CPU and disk utilization
to determine peer selection and SQL table creation respectively.

5.1 Tracing query optimization
Newt includes a distributed tracing query engine that
federates the set of MySQL stores across the cluster.
This engine matches the inputs of one actor’s association table with the upstream outputs of another actor. Thus the tracing queries are a simple sequence of
relational joins. This engine also performs the lineage
analysis queries we discuss in Section 7.3. Newt optimizes query execution by placing A tables according to
the discovered dataflow. The policy should try to minimize network traffic by co-locating tables while leveraging the combined processing capacity in the cluster.
We found that assigning tables to the same Newt peer if
directly connected in a dataflow outperformed strategies
that grouped tables by actor type.
Finally, as mentioned in Section 3.3 Newt uses locatable data types to create dataflow connections between
actors that potentially re- interpret data records. To handle these anonymous transforms, Newt builds an association table to connect the actor instance pout with pin . We
call this a ghost table, since an unseen actor (Newt) has
translated between them. Ghost tables are given unique
actor ids, and are otherwise treated as actor instances.
Newt scans both actors’ A tables, comparing the location specifiers L for each pair of records (Hout , Lout )
and (Lin , Hin ). In case of overlap, Newt inserts the row
(Hout , Hin ) into the ghost table.

5.2 Replay
Here we describe how Newt ensures accurate and efficient replay. A corner stone of accurate replay is the
ability for each actor to filter data inputs. By filtering input data, the actor only processes inputs that existed in
the prior execution, ensuring Newt’s ability to correctly
replay dataflows that contain non-monotonic transforms
(Section 3.4). Newt filters data by installing the tracing
table at the client when a replayed actor registers with
the controller. A Newt actor filters data by observing the
boolean return value of calls to the capture API, filter.
If filter is true, then the actor must drop the data in
question, i.e., it was not found in the tracing table. This
arrangement allows replay to proceed with no further interaction with the Newt controller. As we show in the
evaluation, the tracing table’s row count is often a small
fraction of the data observed in the original run.
Users may either manually re-execute the dataflow in
replay mode or have Newt restart actors4 . For each replay Newt uses the tracing query output to decide how
to replay the dataflow. Newt checks for actor instances
that are both restartable and that take materialized input
data. Our current replay engine determines the minimum
number of actors to restart by finding the highest-level
restartable actors with materialized input. While this replay enables step-wise debugging through each actor, it
may not be the fastest replay to recreate lost outputs. We
intend to explore other replay strategies in the future.

5.3 Fault tolerance
It is important for Newt to provide fail-over capability since long-running dataflows are expensive to reexecute. First Newt attempts to ensure complete lineage
capture if a Newt peer fails. Note that clients can optionally backup lineage logs to a secondary peer, and on
peer failure, the Newt controller will promote the secondary peer to the primary for those log records. The
controller will also re-distribute any lost SQL tables by
re-importing them from the new primary. Note that our
current design assumes that failed DISC tasks restart
from the beginning, a common design for many architectures.
The Newt controller manages a number of tables in a
local SQL database, but it can rebuild its state from local
storage and information stored across the peers. Peers
will store a copy of each actor’s registration in the actor
instance table. If the controller’s failure is catastrophic,
it can rebuild its entire state, including AInstance and
the committed actors from information on the peers. To
4 Restartable actors must implement a restart(name,conf) RPC
method. The name is the same name recorded in the AInstance table
when the original instance registered and conf is Newt-opaque actor
configuration data.

prevent lineage capture from stalling during reconstruction, one could employ a hot standby.
Note that Newt must also gracefully deal with DISC
systems that run speculative actors, such as Hadoop.
Successful actors call commit, and the Newt controller
places a committed mark in the AInstance table indicating that all child instances started by this actor must
also have committed. In these cases, the DISC system
only commits the “winning” actor and Newt will only
import and index that actor’s logs. When the parent actor
commits, Newt can garbage collect any un-committed
actor’s log files.

6 Instrumenting DISC systems
This section describes how we instrumented Hadoop and
Hyracks [5] to capture fine-grain provenance. Note that
Newt APIs make it easier to record (but do not guarantee) accurate lineage. For instance, Newt may be used to
instrument both the DISC framework and higher-level
library code. Framework-level instrumentation (such as
we describe below for Hadoop and Hyracks) provides
lineage for any user-defined analytic, but may be less
accurate than upper-layer instrumentation that has increased visibility into how the code transforms data.
In either scenario, Newt requires the developer to determine a set of logical actors whose instances read and
write the data they wish to trace. A tracing query requires that there exist some connected sequence of actors that manipulated the data—Newt must be able to
trace any output back to the set of inputs from which it
may have been derived. For example, our Hadoop instrumentation assumes that maps and reduces are functional;
they do not read data from other sources and are stateless. Thus if a user’s map function accessed an external
data source, Newt would be unable to associate outputs
with that input.

6.1 Hadoop
Job controller. First, the Hadoop job controller uses
the Newt capture API (Table 1) to register and link instances of record reader, map, reduce, and record writer
actors. The job controller calls commit when those instances complete successfully. Finally, the job controller
implements the restartable API, allowing Newt to resubmit jobs.
Map and reduce tasks. Record readers implement a
simple interface next(k,v) that consumes a portion of
the raw data (e.g. a line in a text file) and outputs the next
(k, v) pair. Record readers use a File Locatable input data
type, which uses a location specifier of the form L=(file,

offset, length). The output data type is a Record, though
Hadoop treats it as a (k, v) pair. We use the capture API
to send L and a hash of the (k, v) pair as provenance.
Record writer instrumentation is symmetrical.
Maps read input Min =(k, v) pairs from the record
reader and call the user-supplied map function. A user’s
map function reads Min pairs and emits Mout =(k, v) pairs
to the output using Hadoop’s Context interface. We instrumented the Context mechanism to intercept emitted
Mout pairs and record the pair (hash(Min ), hash(Mout ))
as provenance, using the capture interface.
Reducers call a user-supplied reduce function for every group of values. Unlike the map function, the reduce
function takes a key and value list, (k, v[]). As described
in Section 3.2, Hadoop passes the value list as an iterator
to the user’s reduce function. Thus a reduce output may
depend on any prefix of input values, and we capture this
dependence using the paired capture interface. We have
instrumented the Context mechanism to (i) intercept input values and hash and record them using the addInput
interface and (ii) intercept emitted output (k, v) pairs and
record them using the addOutput interface. Upon exit
from the reduce function, we call reset, to prepare the
system for the next reduce call.

6.2 Hyracks
Hyracks is a generalized dataflow engine roughly in the
same spirit as Dryad [14] where programs are DAGs of
operators. However, the majority of the instrumentation
is similar to Hadoop’s. For instance we instrument the
Hyracks job controller to track the lifecycle of operators
with calls to register,flow link,and commit. In addition,
we instrumented the Hyracks operators that are analogs
to Hadoop’s record readers and writers: the FileScan
and FileWriter operator respectively.
The interesting Hyracks operator is HashGroup,
which implements a hash-based grouping operator and
applies a user-defined aggregation function per group.
HashGroup first reads an un-ordered set of input tuples
and builds a hashtable based on a grouping attribute. After reading all input tuples, it then updates the aggregate (e.g. a count) in each hashtable entry and emits an
output tuple. Thus, HashGroup buffers all inputs before
emitting a single output, and we use the tagged capture
API to logically partition input tuples as they are read.
As before, we intercept input reads, but now we associate every input tuple with a tag that is a hash of the
grouping key, calling addInput(rin ,tag). For every output tuple, we call addOutput(rout ,tag) to associate with
input tuples that correspond to the specific tag only, and
subsequently call reset(tag) to reset the association for
the tag.

7.1 Capture overheads and selectivity
We first measure the impact of recording fine-grain
provenance on execution performance. In general, the
observed overhead is a complex function of how many
records an actor creates from an input, as well as the
amount of time the instrumentation overhead will be
amortized against, such as per-record CPU processing
and data shuffling on the network. For example an identity map-only job is a worst-case situation for Newt, exhibiting a 124% run time overhead. However, most jobs
actually process inputs. To get a feel for a range of common Hadoop transforms, we first ran PigMix (version 1
on Pig 0.9.1) on our instrumented Hadoop cluster. PigMix generates a variety of Pig queries, including joins,
orderby, and unions.
We first investigate the overhead of Newt instrumentation by comparing PigMix run-times against PigMix
on an un-modified Hadoop. In addition we explore the
benefits of timed capture, which is how Newt uses timestamps to determine associations after lineage collection.
The non-timed capture case simply buffered inputs and
outputs at the client, creating associations during capture. Figure 7 illustrates the runtime overheads. For all
queries timed capture outperforms non-timed capture.
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Figure 7: The run time overhead of individual PigMix jobs
with and without timed capture. The break indicates where
non-timed capture overheads exceed 100%.
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Our evaluation first establishes the impact of provenance
capture on a range of multi-step workflows in terms of
space and time overheads. A series of experiments quantify the accuracy of provenance Newt collects, and how
that translates into efficient replay. We then highlight the
use of the mine API to pinpoint faulty steps in a multijoin dataflow. And finally we demonstrate how tracing
and ex-replay can clean an input data set for the Contrail
de novo genome assembler, ultimately improving data
output quality.
We instrument version 0.20.2 of Hadoop, adding 53
lines of instrumentation to the job controller, 9 lines to
the map object, and 11 lines to the reduce. For Hyracks
(version 0.1.8) we added 60 lines to the job controller, 10
lines for FileWrite, 15 lines for FileScan, and 20 lines
for HashGroup. In our Newt prototype, each peer uses
MySQL version 5.5 as the peer relational engine. The
Newt controller is written in 3.1k lines of Java.
Unless noted otherwise, all experiments use a 17-node
cluster of Dual Intel Xeon 2.4GHz machines with 4GB
of RAM, a single SCSI disk, and connected by gigabit Ethernet. One node runs the job tracker and Newt
controller while the other 16 nodes run Newt peers and
Hadoop slaves. While we do not report Hyracks results,
our experiments confirmed similar runtime overheads as
Hadoop for our microbenchmarks.

L1

7 Evaluation

Figure 8: Space overhead (relative to total output data) of storing provenance for individual PigMix jobs.

In the cases where non-timed capture overheads were
very large, we noticed that the Pig job’s reduce tasks
had a few groups with very large numbers of values,
causing Newt instrumentation to create many explicit associations. Timed capture defers that computation (and
space usage) to post-capture, and exhibits overheads of
12-49%.
Next we study the benefits of using paired vs. unpaired capture. Figure 8 shows the storage overhead as
a percentage of the size of the output data for the same
benchmark. Here we calculate the total number of bytes
Newt uses to store all association A tables as compressed,
serialized SQL tables. Note that this includes two indices
for each A table (on input and output), which adds an average 10% overhead on table size. Here paired capture
creates fewer associations, improving lineage accuracy
and reducing storage overhead by 31% on average.
For many scenarios, we believe these overheads are
reasonable when Newt is used for tuning and debugging.
While space overheads approach 70% for paired capture,
storage is cheap relative to additional CPU time. However PigMix experiments consist of short dataflows (23 jobs) that mostly use relational transforms. Many interesting “big data” analytics, such as processing largescale graphs, involve non-relational tasks and dataflows
with many steps.
To test Newt on real-world dataflows, we ran Contrail [20], a de novo genomic assembler, and two col-

overhead(%)
20%
31%
36%

Table 2: Time overhead for real-world analytics. We run
Contrail and two collaborative filtering applications from the
Apache Mahout project.

laborative filtering analytics from the Mahout machine
learning library [1]. Contrail attempts to recreate the
original genome from a large set of short DNA sequences called “short reads.” It uses an existing assembly method, de Bruijn graph assembly, to build a large
graph and then repeatedly refine it to discover large contiguous regions of the genome (called ”contigs”). Contrail experiments leverage Amazon’s EC2 service, running on 64 large instances with 7.5GB memory, 4 EC2
compute units, and “high” I/O performance. Mahout
jobs ran on our 17-node cluster described previously.
Table 2 shows the number of jobs, captured actors,
and time overheads for these analytics. The Contrail
dataflow produce over 20 times as much lineage per second as the most intensive PigMix program. Assembly
of our bacterial genome used 145 MapReduce jobs and
Newt recorded provenance from 34927 actor instances.
However, running with Newt increased run time by only
20% using the same hardware footprint as the original
run. The assembly created 306GB of intermediate and
final data; relative to this amount Newt incurred space
overheads of 86%.
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Figure 9: The tracing selectivity for PigMix jobs.

Last we study trace selectivity, the per-actor ratio of
the tracing table size to the A table size, for both PigMix and for Contrail. Trace selectivity is a metric for determining lineage accuracy and gives us a lower bound
on the amount of work that would be performed to replay the dataflow. Figure 9 shows the average percentage of input items that a randomly selected output depends upon for PigMix. By this measure paired capture
improves accuracy (12% over original), with all traces
selecting less than 18% of the original input.
In addition, the trace selectivity can be used to visualize data processing; doing so for Contrail provided the

intuition for using lineage to clean data sets. Figure 10
shows the trace selectivity for each successive job in the
145 job Contrail pipeline. We use Newt to run a backwards trace on two output data records: the smallest (178
base pair) and largest (5697 base pair) contigs. In de
novo assembly, contig length is often used as a proxy for
quality; the smallest contigs are often dropped from the
final assembly. While we might have expected that all
contigs depend on a majority of the input data, instead
we observe that the small contig depends upon fewer inputs for each stage than the largest contig. This hints at
the possibility that tracing bad outputs could selectively
prune data from the processing pipeline (Section 7.3.2).
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Figure 10: Trace selectivity for two contigs through the Contrail assembler pipeline. Here smaller contigs depend on less
input data at each processing step than larger contigs.

7.2 Replay
This section investigates the ability of Newt to accurately and efficiently reproduce outputs. These experiments used a Word Count job with an input of 635,000
lines that created 1,173,443 output records. We choose
output records to recreate at random, and verified that
the reproduced output was indeed exact. Beyond running
time, we use a range of metrics to measure the “accuracy” of the replay. Recall that a replayed dataflow may
produce more records than those that were originally requested. Those records will be in the original output, but
they represent potentially unnecessary work. To capture
accuracy, we observe the relative number of these unnecessary records the replay creates.
Tracing selectivity (%)
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Figure 11: The percentage of data required to replay Word
Count for each logical actor in the dataflow.

Figure 11 summarizes tracing selectivity for each logical actor. As expected, the selectivity increases as we
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Figure 12: The percentage of normal time required to reproduce a fraction of the output data set. Note the absolute count
of reproduced records is identical to Figure 11.

Lastly, we look at replay running time. Figure 12 plots
the percentage of normal running time as a function of
the fraction of the output data set to regenerate. While
the replay is not as fast as a scaled version of the original execution, for small numbers of records—less than
a 100—this holds true for Word Count. In fact a single
record replay can execute in 0.3% of the original execution time. Thus for debugging, where quick testing is
important, or regenerating small sets of output (from a
disk latent sector error), it can be much less time intensive to regenerate the outputs with Newt.

7.3 Dataflow debugging
This section explores the effectiveness of our anomaly
detection facility using a microbenchmark three-step
join dataflow. We also present a proof-of-concept application of our data cleaning methodology to clean and
improve a genome assembly.
7.3.1 Finding selectivity anomalies
Recall that we perform actor anomaly detection by calculating the output multiplicity (number of outputs per
input) across a subset of lineage records found through
the mine API (Section4.1). To identify anomalous actors, Newt uses a modified version of Grubbs’ outlier
detection technique [11] that can find multiple outliers in
the dataset. Our anomaly detector works in two phases.
It first examines individual actors for changes in multiplicity across their inputs. It then compares the average
multiplicity of each actor instance to other instances of
the same actor type. Newt ranks and places these outliers in the suspect set. We note that more sophisticated
methodologies may leverage other statistics or compare
across dataflow executions.
We test our anomaly detection technique on a
dataflow that uses a sequence of three MapReduce jobs
to join four different datasets. The dataflow has a total

of 42 actor instances and we instrument two map instances (one in the second and one in the third MR job)
to produce spurious outputs for specific input keys. The
number of spurious outputs produced is called the error
magnitude.
Suspicious set size
(absolute)

Time overhead (%)

move from the output to input. For instance, the record
reader must replay at least 4.5% of the input to reproduce
10E3 records, while the record writer processes less than
one percent (the exact size of the output).
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Figure 13: This figure shows the size of suspect actors
(“Good”) and found faulty actors (“bad”) for anomaly detection with and without a known bad output. Using a bad output
to winnow the analyzed lineage results in smaller suspect sets
(there are 42 actors in total).

We measure the efficiency of anomaly detection by
the size of the suspect actor set and the presence of the
faulty actor. Figure 13 shows the size of the suspect set
(the “Good” bar) and the number of bad actors present
(the “Bad” bar) as we vary the error magnitude. We run
the detector on two sets of lineage: “w/o outputs” calls
mine without any bad outputs and “w/ bad output” calls
mine with a known bad output. First, no test finds a bad
actor until they inject over 50 spurious outputs. At this
point, mining either lineage set discovers the faulty actors, but winnowing the lineage by specifying a bad output reduces the number of false positives (suspect but
not guilty actors) from six to one.
Finally, we performed a similar experiment, but further reduced the lineage set returned by mine by also
providing good outputs. This improved the ability of
Newt to rank the suspected bad actor, moving the faulty
actors (when found) from the 50th percentile to the 80th.
Moreover, providing more information (bad and good
outputs) limits the number of actors and associations
Newt considers. This decreases the anomaly detection
runtime by 85% relative to the general anomaly detection query.
7.3.2 Data cleaning genome assembly
This section examines whether backward tracing and exreplay can be used to clean data in real-world analytics
by identifying low quality outputs and removing the data
on which they depend. A key software tool for building and understanding genomes is de novo genome assembly [4]. Because it is difficult for current genome
sequencing technologies to read entire chromosomes,
they instead read short pieces of a cell’s DNA. These
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Figure 14: The percent and absolute contamination of the assembled contigs with bacterial and viral DNA before (a and b) and
after (c and d) we use Newt to remove bad data. Removal improves average contig length and percent contamination.

are called short reads and they are typically ≤ 300 base
pairs (bp) in length (i.e., A, C, T, or G). For the human
genome, de novo assembly takes a set of 200-300 billion
short reads and tries to re-create the original genome. In
reality, assemblers output a handful of contigs, the assembler’s best guess as to the original genome, and these
output contigs can vary greatly in quality and length.
Like our telecom example, though, input data sets
can contain bad data. In this case, the pollution is
DNA (short reads) from organisms other than the target genome [21], and even small amounts of pollution
(<5%) affect assembly [8]. Here we use Newt to clean
the input dataset and re-execute the assembly, with the
goal of improving output contig quality. Note that the
point of this experiment is to prove feasibility, comparing to other data cleaning methods for de novo assembly
is future work. For instance, one could repeatedly invoke
a short-read aligner such as Bowtie [15] on a library of
assembled microbial genomes to clean the input data set.
To date however, a significant fraction of the Earth’s microbiome remains unsequenced and unassembled, and
such a library would be far from complete [9].

trace these bad output contigs to identify bad input data
throughput the pipeline. Note that while we knew the
contaminant here, one could have simply flagged the
smallest n contigs without this prior knowledge (n = 3
would have yielded the same contigs in this case).
By examining the trace selectivity (as in Figure 10),
we found that each bad output contig depended upon
over 95% of the original input short reads. Thus we
needed to identify an intermediate step from which to
remove bad data. To do so, we analyzed the lineage at
each successive MapReduce job, looking for a job where
there was minimal overlap between the lineage of the
bad output contigs and the lineage of the very best output
contig. Through this empirical process we determined
that it was best to remove data and restart from the 35th
job (out of 51).
These experiments were performed on an AWS EC2
cluster of 15 large instances (with 1 master). The original execution took 6626 seconds, used 51 MapReduce
jobs, and produced 11 contigs, three of which we flagged
as bad. Restarting without removal from that point generated 9 contigs and took 2471 seconds. In contrast,
restarting with ex-replay took 1986 seconds as it reduced
the amount of data processed.

Our first task is to produce a polluted input data set.
Here we use Contrail to assemble a bacterial genome
while simultaneously polluting the input data set with
DNA from a viral genome. Using freely available software to simulate the input short reads [3], we produced
an input data set with a 2.8% contamination rate, lower
(and more challenging) than the 5% rate used for a recent assembly bake off [8].

Table 3: The average length of output contigs in base pairs
before and after data cleaning for three contamination levels.

Next we run the assembly on the simulated data
set and assess output contig quality. Here we wished
to verify that Contrail included viral reads in the output assembly and that the smallest output contigs were
also the most corrupt. For each output contig, we used
Nucmer (mummer.sourceforge.net), a package for aligning large DNA sequences, to measure the percentage of
bases that match to the original bacterial or viral assembly. We flagged any output contigs whose DNA was <
30% bacterial as “bad.” We then use Newt to backward

To determine if data cleaning was successful, we examine whether the new contigs are longer and less contaminated with viral DNA. Figure 14 plots the percent
and absolute amount of viral contamination in the output contigs before and after we use ex-replay to clean
the data pipeline. Note that each pair of contaminated
and cleaned graphs show the contigs in the same order. Comparing before (Figure 14(a)) and after pictures
(Figure 14(c)) (the other figures show absolute contig

% viral reads
Contaminated
Cleaned

2.8%
29744bp
33774bp

5.7%
26134bp
37399bp

11.4%
45273bp
53537bp

lengths), data cleaning both removes large percentages
of bad data and improves the average contig length. We
ran identical experiments with increased levels of viral
contamination and report the average contig length in
Table 3.

8 Related work
Newt builds on a variety of research projects that extract, represent, and query provenance in data warehousing, distributed networking, and noSQL environments.
To our knowledge, Newt’s paired capture, use of lineage
for anomaly detection, and lineage-driven data cleaning
in DISC analytics is unique.
Lazy vs. active collection: Unlike Newt’s active lineage collection, some systems re-run the dataflow to create fine-grain provenance. Cui et al. designed tracing
functions for general data warehousing transforms that
re-process the original data [7], and Zhou et al. designed
the SNooPy network provenance system to re-run the
dataflow as necessary to answer fine-grain provenance
queries [22]. Newt’s design consciously trades run-time
and storage overhead not only to support fast provenance
queries (as in DTaP [23]), but also to provide anomaly
detection and replay for re-creating (or removing) errors
(not re-deriving missing provenance).
MapReduce provenance: A number of systems have
studied how to produce data provenance from MapReduce workflows. For example, Ikeda et al. studied tracing lineage through non-monotonic MapReduce transforms in RAMP, ideas we build upon for correct replay
in Newt [12]. Like RAMP, Newt’s provenance model is
also based on why-provenance or lineage [7], however
it extends Ibis [18] to support capture and tracing across
multiple process and data granularities.
In general, these systems instrumented MapReduce
by writing custom wrapper functions (Java code in
RAMP [12] and SNooPy [22]) that annotate individual tuples as they move between components (e.g., between map and reduce tasks). In contrast, Newt’s generic
paired instrumentation framework avoids annotations
and explicitly supports capture from pipelined actor execution (e.g., reduce tasks that output data as they read
values for a given key).
Library instrumentation: Other projects aim to instrument upper-layer languages that compile to MapReduce jobs. For instance, Inspector Gadget (IG) is a general framework for capturing provenance at the level of
Pig operators [16]. IG’s focus is not on fine-grain provenance but on inserting agents into the dataflow to provide debugging features. These agents explicitly message one another to provide run-time assertions of performance (latency alerts) or correctness (“golden” in-

put/output pairs). Both designs are complementary to
each other: an IG framework could produce Newt annotations, giving a scalable way to record and query finegrain provenance at the level of Pig operators.
Network provenance: Newt is also related to recent
efforts that collect provenance for analyzing distributed
networked systems (ExSPAN [24], SNooPY [22], and
DTaP [23]). Network provenance systems were designed
for analyzing network protocols that produce much less
provenance than DISC analytics, e.g., routing or DHT
protocols versus MapReduce computations. Location is
important for network provenance, e.g., to determine a
particular faulty router, and their model explicitly accommodates three fixed provenance granularities that
reference network locations. In contrast, DISC systems
often treat physical nodes interchangeably and analytics
can have many process granularities, e.g., a workflow
of pig scripts that create MapReduce jobs. Thus Newt
tracks logical actor instances in a user-defined containment hierarchy.

9 Conclusion
Understanding, debugging, and managing the increasing
volumes of derived data may soon become the limiting
factor for data-intensive analytics. While Newt’s use of
timed capture dramatically lowers the overhead of active
collection, it remains relatively expensive. However, the
power of having all lineage “at hand” allowed us to rethink traditional techniques, and introduce new lineagebased data mining and data cleaning strategies. We hope
Newt can serve as a platform for further refinement of
active capture (e.g., through sampling) and exploring
novel debugging techniques.
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